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Mark Carney, the Governor of the Bank of England, remarked recently that “entrenched uncertainty” is exerting a pervasive depressing 
effect on the global economy. There is growing evidence that the growing rupture in the US/China trade policy is leading to a significant 
contraction in manufacturing activity and global capital expenditure. 

Australia’s economy has not been immune to the ill tidings of a slower global economic activity, with an increasing number of companies 
reporting a deterioration in business conditions over the last 6 months. Indeed, the 2019 company reporting season resulted in bigger
than normal downgrades and a more cautious outlook statements by Australian companies. Overall, analysts downgraded their outlook 
for June 2020 earnings by around 2%.1

The economic environment remains challenging with earnings revisions negatively skewed, as earnings downgrades outweigh earnings 
upgrades. The breadth of ASX 200 earnings revisions has only been weaker once in the last 20 years, most notably during the global 
financial crisis.

“The quality of global growth has deteriorated”  
Mark Carney, Bank of England Governor
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Earnings downgrades have been most heavily felt in cyclical and industrial companies. The building material companies such as 
Adelaide Brighton and Boral acutely felt the chilling winds of lower construction activity particularly in residential activity. Yet, the impost 
of a slowing economy was also felt more broadly in supply chains (Brambles) and subdued SME trading conditions (Cleanaway Waste 
Management).

By contrast, it was the defensive sectors of consumer staples and healthcare stocks that delivered earnings results that exhibited a 
higher level of resilience. In consumer staples, Coles and Woolworths recorded solid performances in both sales and earnings. The 
portfolio also benefited from its overweight position in the healthcare sector (CSL, Healius, Ramsay Health Care and Resmed) that 
delivered dependable earnings results. Our overweight portfolio position in healthcare is based on the premise that the era of ageing 
demographics is just beginning with the first “baby boomers” coming into retirement. Coupled with lower fertility rates and the rise of 
chronic disease the level of demand for healthcare services will reach unprecedented levels.

The Blended Australian Equity Portfolio finished the September Quarter up 1.85% (including franking credits) compared to the ASX 200 
Accumulation Index up 2.37%. The major positive contributors to the investment performance were Healius (HLS), Woolworths (WOW) 
and Resmed (RMD). The main detractors to performance were Cleanaway Waste Management (CWY), Brambles (BXB), and Nearmap 
(NEA).
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The recent reporting period has resulted in bigger than normal downgrades and the weaker profits
outlook was compounded by the AASB 16 accounting change. Our high frequency measure of the
breadth of ASX 200 EPS revisions, MSTeri, also highlights the weakness with the index* falling to new
lows this cycle. In fact, the breadth of ASX 200 EPS revisions has only been weaker once in the last
20 years and that was during the global financial crisis. It is clear earnings trends are hovering around 
cycle lows (Figure 1). History suggests the next stop could be a profits recession or recovery.

Equity market valuations continue to ignore the weakness in EPS revisions. Over time we have found 
the ASX 200 12-month forward PE tends to rise and fall with MSTeri. But this correlation has broken
down since the start of this year when global central banks first made it clear they will respond to the
cyclical weakness. Easier monetary policy has been effective in holding up asset prices, despite
weakening in the profit outlook (Figure 2).

From here we forecast an improvement in EPS revisions for several reasons. First, as we show in 
Figure 3, there is a seasonal trend to MSTeri and the weak period for the year is now behind us — the 
August reporting period. Second, the recent earnings season highlighted a number of domestic green-
shoots which we think will support further improvement in EPS revisions ahead. We remain 
overweight domestic-cyclicals in our own L-S portfolio. Third, we are also beginning to see monetary
policy work outside of Australia. Perhaps the most important sign here has been an improvement in 
US Mortgage Applications which highlights a more buoyant backdrop for Aussie companies exposed 
to US housing. While we may not see outright EPS upgrades, there is enough evidence to support
‘less-bad’ downgrades, in our view.

Figure 1: Breadth of Aussie EPS revisions at 2nd weakest in 20 years
ASX 200 breadth of EPS revisions, MSTeri*, and 5-week average 

Fig 2: PEs are from Venus, EPS revisions are from Mars Fig 3: Seasonal weakness in EPS revisions are now behind us
ASX 200 MSTeri and 12-month forward PE MSTeri 5 week average this financial year vs historical average

* MSTeri = FY2 EPS upgrades less downgrades dividend by FY2 EPS changes. Source: Factset, Refinitiv, MST Marquee
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1 MST Investment Strategy, Hasan Tevik, August 2019.
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Investment Performance since Inception (%)
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Past performance is not an indication of future performance 

Relative sector weights - September 2019 Sector returns - Q1 FY20

Portfolio returns
1 

mth
3  

mths
6  

mths FYTD 1 
Yr

3 
Yr

5 
Yr

Inception 
p.a

Since 
inception FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19

Portfolio performance 2.0 1.9 7.8 1.9 9.5 12.6 12.4 11.9 87.8 15.4 6.2 11.2 16.6 13.4

ASX 200 Accum Index 1.8 2.4 10.5 2.4 12.5 11.8 9.5 8.6 59.6 5.7 0.6 14.1 13.0 11.6

Relative performance 0.2 -0.5 -2.7 -0.5 -3.0 0.8 2.9 3.3 28.2 9.7 5.6 -2.9 3.6 1.8

Figures shown are before fees and inclusive of franking credits
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Purchased National Australia Bank (NAB) 

The prospect of further interest rate cuts by the Reserve Bank 
of Australia has garnished the appeal for higher dividend 
yielding companies. We have re-introduced National Australia 
Bank (NAB) after an extended absence in the Australian Income 
Portfolio. A rejuvenated board and management team and 
the rebasing of its dividend to more sustainable levels should 
provide impetus for NAB to deliver more sustainable investment 
returns.

In its most recent quarterly result NAB delivered “slightly higher 
group margins”, a commendable outcome in the current 
challenging banking environment. While loan growth is expected 
to remain at historically low levels, we feel that the regulatory 
imposts are now adequately recognised, and impairments have 
remained largely benign.  

NAB is trading at 13.5 times FY20 price earnings ratio and a 
dividend yield of 6%, fully franked. NAB’s action at its 1H19 
result to reduce its elevated payout ratio provides confidence 
that its dividend is now sustainable, providing investors with an 
attractive dividend yield. 

Purchased Northern Star Resources (NST)

We recently added Northern Star (NST) to the portfolio 
following a correction which saw its share price decline 
more than 25% from its peak in late July, while the gold price 
declined by just c.4% in AUD terms and actually increased by 
more than c.4% in USD terms. The share price of NST and 
other gold stocks had moved ahead of the gold price, so this 
decline unwound some of this relative outperformance which 
had reduced the margin of safety in the sector.  
 
We favour gold miners with diversified operations, low 
sovereign risk, strong free cashflow generation, low gearing 
and organic growth prospects. We try to minimise sovereign, 
financial and operational risk for an exposure which should 
offer uncorrelated risk diversification for the portfolios. NST’s 
balance sheet is net cash and it has operations in Australia 
(WA) and the US (Alaska), with considerable exploration 
potential and production growth through relatively modest 
capital expenditure. Its dividend yield is less than 2% but 
the payout ratio is only c.25%, so there is capacity to grow 
dividends at a faster rate than earnings in the future. 

Q1 FY20 Quarterly Investor Letter  |  Blended Australian Equities Portfolio

Recent Portfolio Changes – Tilting to Defensive & Yield

With Philip Lowe’s (RBA Governor) commitment to keep rates at low levels “for an extended period” and the real yield on cash now -0.9% 
(RBA cash rate 4q avg inflation) we have added to ASX listed companies paying attractive and sustainable dividend yields.

During the September quarter we initiated investments in National Australia Bank (NAB), Northern Star Resources (NST) and Spark New 
Zealand (SPK). 

Source: MST Strategy, October 2019.
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Investment Conclusion

Equity markets have re-rated impressively from December 2018 lows, with the ASX 200 up over 20% in calendar 2019. Today, the ASX 
200 is trading on a 12-month forward price earnings ratio (PER) of over 16 times, 15% higher than its long-term average of 14 times. 

Globally, equity market valuations continue to ignore the weakness in EPS revisions. There appears to be a stubborn dislocation between 
company earnings and company valuations as equities are being underpinned by low bond yields (investors hunting for income) and the 
prospect of further central bank easing.

Nevertheless, at some point in time expanding equity multiples require evidence of earnings growth. Without the fundamental the 
support of improved economic activity equity valuations look increasingly vulnerable.

Marcus Bogdan
Chief Investment Officer

Richard Colquhoun
Portfolio Manager
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Purchased Spark New Zealand (SPK) 

We recently added Spark NZ back to the Australian Income Portfolio following its FY19 result, which showed cost discipline and modest 
revenue growth, while the company committed to maintaining its 25 cents per share dividend for a prospective yield of 6%. Spark 
NZ (formerly Telecom NZ) is the incumbent provider of digital communication services in New Zealand including mobile, broadband, 
entertainment media and cloud services. 

Its FY19 result saw modest earnings growth from increased share of mobile revenue and connections through increased uptake 
of unlimited data plans, growing wireless broadband services and ongoing investment in preparation for the roll out of 5G mobile 
services. 

Revenue growth in Mobile (+2.7%), Broadband (+3.0%) and Cloud (+8.1%) offset ongoing decline in traditional voice revenue (-18%), 
while lower costs (-2.4%) improved gross margin and resulted in a 2.2% increase in net profit. Cost reductions are expected to 
continue in FY20 and free cash flow conversion to rise above 95%, underpinning the dividend guidance mentioned above. 

We view the structure of Spark NZ’s markets more favourably than the communications markets in Australia, which combined with 
conservative leverage at c.1.2 times EBITDAI provides greater dividend sustainability than some comparable Australian companies. 
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Appendix
Portfolio Objective

The portfolio seeks to generate long-term capital appreciation by investing in Australian listed equities. The portfolio aims to do so with lower 
volatility and greater downside protection relative to the ASX 200 Accumulation Index benchmark.

Investment Principles

Our investment approach aims to generate long-term risk adjusted returns, by investing in companies that focus on producing high-quality 
earnings and operate in industries that exhibit favourable long-term growth prospects. More broadly, we consider a range of attributes which 
we view as important qualities in the companies we invest in. We construct and manage the Blended Australian Equities Portfolio with eight 
consistent guiding principles:
 
 •  Grow capital and income over the long term;
 •  Focus on the quality of company earnings;
 •  Identify quality assets at an attractive valuation;
 •  Generate a suitable return on capital employed;
 •  Invest in companies operating in robust industry structures;
 •  Select for balance sheet latency and sustainability of dividend income;
 •  A corporate governance structure that actively promotes alignment with key stakeholders; and
 •  A vigilant process of portfolio risk analysis.

Q1 FY20 Quarterly Investor Letter  |  Blended Australian Equities Portfolio

Benefits of Active Management     
 
Performance and Risk (%) Comparison since Inception 

A key benefit of active portfolio management is the recognition that 
return, and risk are inseparable. A core portfolio objective of the 
Blended Australian Equity Portfolio is to generate returns that exhibit 
lower volatility and greater downside protection relative to the ASX 
200 benchmark index. The accompanying chart illustrates the value of 
understanding the interlocking nature of return and risk.

The chart below shows both the annualised return (green bar) generated 
by the Blended Australian Equities Portfolio compared with ASX 200 
Accumulation Index, and the maximum loss/drawdown (purple bar) in the 
value of the portfolio compared to the ASX 200 Accumulation Index since 
the inception of the portfolio in February 2014. Maximum drawdown 
measures the magnitude of the worst loss an investor would have 
incurred by investing in the portfolio or benchmark. Drawdown is a useful 
measure of risk management, as it indicates the portfolio’s response to 
periods of market stress as well as the relative sensitivities to market risk.

Our investment stance is predicated by two central tenets:

    •  At a portfolio level we want to broadly participate when equity markets 
rise, but importantly we want the portfolio to be able to decline less 
when the market declines; and

    •  With a portfolio buttressed by a solid cash position, we can be more 
assertive in participating when the market is low, thus providing a 
better chance in participating meaningfully in a subsequent market 
recovery.
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Annualised Return Maximum Drawdown

Return and Drawdown since Inception

Platform availability

https://www.macquarie.com.au/clientview
https://www.praemium.com.au/
www.powerwrap.com.au
http://www.bt.com.au
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Performance of the Blackmore Capital Blended Australian Equities Portfolio is based on a model portfolio and is gross of investment 
management and administration fees, but net of transaction costs. The total return performance figures quoted are historical and do 
not allow the effects of income tax or inflation. Total returns assume the reinvestment of all portfolio income. Past performance is not a 
reliable indicator of future performance. The performance comparison since inception is for illustrative purposes only. Performance is 
calculated on a gross basis. Actual performance will vary depending on the amount of fees charged by the relevant platform that a client 
uses to implement the portfolio. The comparison with the S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index is for illustrative purposes only. Index returns 
do not allow for transaction, management, operational or tax costs. An index is not managed and investors cannot invest directly an in 
index. There is no guarantee these objectives will be met.

Portfolio holdings may not be representative of current or future recommendations for the portfolio. The securities listed may not 
represent all of the recommended portfolio’s holdings. Future recommended portfolio holdings may not be profitable. This document is 
for general information only and does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any 
specific reader. As such, before acting on any information contained in this document, readers should consider whether the information is 
suitable for their needs. This may involve seeking advice from a qualified financial adviser. Blackmore Capital Pty Ltd (ABN 72 622 402 895) 
(Blackmore Capital) is the provider of the Blackmore Capital Blended Australian Equities Portfolio. Blackmore is a Corporate Authorised 
Representative (CAR) of Artesian Venture Partners Pty Ltd (AFSL 284492).  To subscribe, contact Blackmore Capital via email invest@
blackmorecapital.com.au. Any opinions or recommendations contained in this document are subject to change without notice. Blackmore 
Capital are under no obligation to update or keep information contained in this document current.
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